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Abstract—Data stemming from networks exhibit an irregular
support, whereby each data element is related by arbitrary
pairwise relationships determined by the network. Graph neu-
ral networks (GNNs) have emerged as information processing
architectures that exploit the particularities of this underlying
support. The use of nonlinearities in GNNs, coupled with the fact
that filters are learned from data, raises mathematical challenges
that have precluded the development of theoretical results that
would give insight in the reasons for the remarkable performance
of GNNs. In this work, we prove the property of stability, that
states that a small change in the support of the data leads to
a small (bounded) change in the output of the GNN. More
specifically, we prove that the bound on the output difference
of the GNN computed on one graph or another, is proportional
to the difference between the graphs and the design parameters
of the GNN, as long as the trained filters are integral Lipschitz.
We exploit this result to provide some insights in the crucial
effect that nonlinearities have in obtaining an architecture that
is both stable and selective, a feat that is impossible to achieve
if using only linear filters.
Index Terms—graph neural networks, graph signal process-
ing, network data, stability, graph filters, graph convolutions,
scattering transform
I. INTRODUCTION
Linear information processing architectures have been the
preferred tool for extracting useful information from data for
almost the entirety of the 20th century [1], [2, Sec. 1.2], [3,
Chapter 4], [4, Chapter 1]. The popularity of linear methods
can be rooted in the fact that they are, for the most part,
mathematically tractable. This mathematical tractability is,
precisely, what allows for the derivation of provable perfor-
mance guarantees, leading to methods such as Kalman filtering
[2, Chapter 3], best linear unbiased estimators [3, Chapter
6], linear Bayestian estimators [3, Chapter 12], least squares
[4, Chapter 2], innovation processes [4, Chapter 4], linear
regression [5, Chapter 7], latent linear models [5, Chapter 12],
among many others [6, Part 2]. These performance guarantees
are crucial to predict how linear methods will fare when acting
on unknown data or uncertain environments.
With the desire to model increasingly more complex map-
pings between data and useful information, linear approaches
started to fall short in terms of performance, giving rise to
a myriad of other nonlinear alternatives [2, Chapter 8], [6,
Part 4]. Of these, arguably the most successful have been
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [7]. CNNs consist of a
cascade of layers, each of which computes a convolution with
a bank of filters followed by a pointwise nonlinearity, and
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act as a parameterization of the nonlinear mapping between
the input data and the desired useful information (target
representation) [8, Chapter 9]. The value of the filter taps in the
convolution is obtained by minimizing some cost function over
a training set. The problem, then, shifts to carefully designing
good architectures (number of layers, features, filter taps, etc.)
as well as deciding on useful, differentiable loss functions, that
would lead to a mapping with good generalization to unseen
samples (i.e. data that is not in the training set).
The inclusion of nonlinearities in the processing archi-
tecture, coupled with the use of trained coefficients, has
effectively increased the performance, but it also has obscured
the limits and guarantees of CNNs [9]. For example, several
works have studied, experimentally, the concept of transfer
learning, which considers the ability to train a CNN on one
dataset, and then sucessfully use it on another, similar dataset
[10]. In the theoretical realm, [11] opted for controlling for
one of the sources of uncertainty, by fixing the bank of filters
to be a set of pre-defined, multiresolution wavelets. Then,
[11] proved that, for families of wavelets satisfying some mild
requirements and using absolute values as the poinwise non-
linearities, the resulting non-trainable CNN (called scattering
transform) satisfies energy conservation, as well as stability
to domain deformations that are close to translations, see also
[12]. In particular, stability is a key property in the analysis
of information processing architectures, since it implies ro-
bustness of the output to small changes in the input values or
their domain. This is particularly helpful when the dataset is
corrupted [13], or when the domain is unknown and has to be
estimated [14]. Following [11], the work in [15] extended the
result to include Lipschitz continuous nonlinearities, as well
as some specific cases of pooling. In essence, the stability
properties of non-trainable scattering transforms constitutes
one of the main theoretical results explaining the success of
CNNs.
It has been argued that one of the reasons for the remarkable
success of CNNs in processing images and time series, is
the fact that they use a convolution with a bank of small-
support filters. Choosing a convolution operation by design,
regularizes the linear transform to exploit the underlying
(regular) structure of data, thereby constraining the search
space for the linear transform that minimizes the cost function.
This regularization avoids the curse of dimensionality, prevents
the need for excessively large datasets, and controls the overall
computational cost due to the efficiency of convolutions [8,
Sec. 9.2].
Data stemming from networks, however, does not exhibit a
regular inherent structure that can be effectively exploited by
convolutions. Data elements are, instead, related by arbitrary
pairwise relationships described by an underlying graph sup-
port [16]–[19]. Graph neural networks (GNNs) have emerged
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2as successful architectures that exploit this graph structure
[20]–[23]. GNNs, mimicking the overall architecture of CNNs,
also consist of a cascade of layers, but regularize the linear
transform in each layer to be a graph convolution with a
bank of graph filters. Graph convolutions are, in analogy with
traditional (regular) convolutions, a weighted sum of shifted
versions of the input signal [24]. The filter taps (weights) of the
bank of graph filters are also obtained by minimizing a cost
function over the training set. The mathematical challenges
arising from the use of trainable filters and pointwise nonlin-
earities have prevented a rapid development of the theory of
GNNs as well. Moreover, the particularities of the underlying
irregular structure supporting network data raises challenges
of its own.
The particular property of stability has been investigated, in
analogy to scattering transforms, for the case of non-trainable
graph wavelet filter banks [25], [26]. More specifically, [25]
studies the stability of graph scattering transforms to permu-
tations, as well as to perturbations on the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the underlying graph support. Furthermore,
[25] derives results on energy conservation. The bounds ob-
tained on approximate permutation invariance grow with the
size of the graph, while the bounds on the stability to graph
perturbations are applicable only for changes in edge weights
that are smaller with increasing graph size (i.e. larger graphs
admit smaller edge weight changes). Alternatively, in [26],
graph scattering transforms using diffusion wavelets [27] are
considered. Perturbations are defined in terms of changes in
the underlying graph support, and measured using diffusion
distances [28], [29]. The bounds obtained on the output for
different underlying graph supports, depends on the spectral
gap of the filter, making this bound quite loose in some
cases [26]. Finally, [30] isolates the bound on the powers
of the graph shift operator [26, eq. (23)] and generalizes it
for arbitrary graph filters. As such, the resulting bound also
depends on the spectral gap.
In this paper, we address the problem of stability of graph
neural networks. First, we focus on graph filters (Section II)
and prove that they are permutation equivariant (Prop. 1).
Permutation equivariance not only implies that the output is
unchanged under node reorderings, but also that topological
symmetries in the graph are exploited in the learning process
(Fig. 1). We then proceed to define perturbations as changes
in the underlying graph support, and measure them by using
the operator norm on the difference between the graph shift
operators describing the graphs. We consider an absolute
perturbation model (akin to the ones used in [26], [30]),
and prove that graph filters that are Lipschitz continuous are
stable (Theorem 1). However, this absolute perturbation model
offers serious shortcomings, such as failing to account for the
edge weights or the sparsity of a graph. In fact, we show
that a small graph dilation renders Lipschitz filters unstable
(Fig. 3). In light of this, we proceed to define a relative
perturbation model that overcome these issues. By imposing
a stronger condition on the filters (integral Lipschitz), we
prove them stable (Theorem 2). We show the effect of this
condition in the graph dilation setting, and point out that
integral Lipschitz filters, although stable, are not selective
enough. We introduce nonlinearities as a means of spreading
the information throughout the frequency spectrum (Fig. 5),
and use this observation as motivation for the use of GNNs
(Section III), since they are architectures that are both sta-
ble and selective. More precisely, we prove that GNNs are
permutation equivariant (Theorem 2) and that the bound on
the difference of the output of a GNN applied on different
graphs, depends linearly on the size of the perturbation, and on
the architecture design –number of layers, number of features,
characteristics of the filter– (Theorem 3). Finally, we close the
paper by summarizing our conclusions (Section IV).
II. STABILITY PROPERTIES OF GRAPH FILTERS
Let G = (V, E ,W) be a graph described by a set of
N nodes V , a set of edges E ⊆ V × V , and a weight
function W : E → R. This graph acts as a support for
the data vector x ∈ RN which we henceforth say to be a
graph signal x = [x1, . . . , xN ]T that assigns the value xi to
node i. The interaction between the graph signal x and its
support G is given by a matrix representation S of the graph
called the graph shift operator (GSO). The shift operator is
formally defined as a matrix S that respects the sparsity of
the graph, namely, sij = [S]ij = 0 whenever i 6= j and
(j, i) /∈ E . Examples of valid shift operators are the adja-
cency matrix [16], the Laplacian matrix [18] and the random
walk matrix [31], as well as their normalized counterparts
[21], [22]. The shift operator is assumed symmetric with
eigenvector basis V = [v1, . . . ,vN ] and eigenvalue matrix
Λ = diag([λ1, . . . , λN ]) so that we can write
S = VΛVH. (1)
It is assumed that eigenvalues are ordered from smallest to
largest so that λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λN .
The shift operator S defines a linear map y = Sx between
graph signals that represents the local exchange of information
between a node and its one-hop neighbors. Formally, let Ni =
{j : (j, i) ∈ E} denote the set of neighboring nodes of node i
and associate the components of y = [y1, . . . , yN ]T with the
respective nodes. The value of the graph signal y = Sx at
node i is computed as
yi =
[
Sx
]
i
=
∑
j=i,j∈Ni
sijxj . (2)
The operation in (2) is a linear local operation in that node
i can compute its piece of the operation by accessing the
information of its immediate neighbors j ∈ Ni. By repeated
application of the graph shift operator S we can access
information from nodes located farther away, i.e., the product
Skx = S(Sk−1x) models the aggregation at node i of
information located in nodes of its k-hop neighborhood.
Aggregating information from k-hop neighbors is analogous
to applying k time shifts to a time signal. We leverage this
analogy to introduce a set of coefficients h = {hk}∞k=0 and
define the graph convolution as the operation that, for an input
graph signal x, produces the output graph signal
z =
∞∑
k=0
hkS
kx := H(S)x. (3)
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(b) Permuted graph Gˆ and permuted
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(c) Graph G and permuted signal PTx
Figure 1. Permutation equivariance of graph filters. The output of a graph filter is equivariant to graph permutations (Proposition 1). This not
only means independence from labeling –(a) and (b) are equivalent– but it also shows that graph filters exploit internal signal symmetries.
The signals on (a) and (c) are different signals on the same graph but they are permutations of each other –interchange inner and outer
hexagons and rotate 180◦ to obtain (b), which is equal to (a). A graph filter would output the same signal whether it processes any of these
signals. This has important implications when learning the filter coefficients, since how to process the signal in (c) can be inferred from
seeing examples of the signal in (b). Integer node labels ranging from 1 to 12. Signal values are represented by different colors.
The matrix H(S) :=
∑∞
k=0 hkS
k in (3) is said to be a
linear shift invariant graph filter [24]. The output z resulting
from application of the shift invariant graph filter to the
graph signal x is another graph signal supported on the same
graph. Observe that it follows from (3) that a linear shift
invariant filter is a linear transformation applied to a graph
signal defined through an analytic function that takes the shift
operator as an input.
In general, we are interested in studying the effect that
changes in the underlying graph support (through changes
in its GSO) have on the application of the filter (3). First,
we consider the effect of node reorderings. Towards this end,
define the set of permutation matrices as
P = {P ∈ {0, 1}N×N : P1 = 1,PT1 = 1} . (4)
Note that the linear operation Px for P ∈ P has the effect of
reordering the position of the elements in the vector x, which
amounts to a reordering (or relabeling) of the nodes. We show
that graph filters defined by (3) are permutation equivariant.
Proposition 1 (Permutation equivariance). Let G = (V, E ,W)
be a graph with GSO S. Let Gˆ be the permuted graph with
GSO Sˆ = PTSP for P ∈ P . Let h(λ) be an analytic function
with coefficients h = {hk}∞k=0 [cf. (3)]. Then, for any graph
signal x ∈ RN it holds that
H(Sˆ)PTx = PTH(S)x (5)
for all P ∈ P .
Proof. See appendix.
Prop. 1 states that the intrinsic effect of applying a graph
convolution (3) does not change under node reorderings. In
other words, if we alter the node ordering of the graph, and
consequently alter the node ordering of the graph signal,
then the output of applying a graph convolution does not
change, and follows the corresponding node ordering. This is
intuitively satisfying since the order of the nodes is arbitrary
and the processing of the information should not depend
on it. More importantly, Prop. 1 implies that graph filters
exploit the internal symmetries of the graph, see Fig. 1. If the
graph exhibits several nodes that have the same topological
neighborhood (graph symmetries), then processing the graph
signal values in any of these nodes can be translated to every
other node with the same topological neighborhood. Finally,
we note that, in some cases, we are interested in properties
of the underlying structure as a whole, and as such, permuta-
tion invariance might be desirable; scattering transforms [26]
provide one such information processing architecture.
In what follows, we set our focus in analyzing the impact
that a more general change in the underlying GSO has on the
output of a filter. More specifically, given the same set of filter
coefficients h = {hk}, we are interested in determining how
different is the output of H(Sˆ) with respect to H(S) for some
other GSO Sˆ different from S. In view of the permutation
equivariance of graph filters (Prop. 1), we define this difference
as∥∥∥H(S)−H(Sˆ)∥∥∥
P
(6)
=inf
{
c ≥ 0: min
P∈P
∥∥∥H(S)x−PH(PTSˆP)PTx∥∥∥
2
≤ c‖x‖2
}
.
The definition (6) of the filter difference between H(Sˆ) and
H(S) is that of the operator norm, additionally taking into
account all the possible permutations of the perturbed GSO
Sˆ. By defining the set of all node reorderings of a given GSO
S
S(S) = {S′ ∈ RN×N : S′ = PTSP,P ∈ P} (7)
we have that Prop. 1 implies that
‖H(S)−H(Sˆ)‖P = 0 for all Sˆ ∈ S(S). (8)
All in all, definition of filter difference (6) in combination with
Prop. 1 [cf. (8)] establish the class of permuted graphs.
A. Effect of Graph Perturbations on Graph Filters
To understand the stability of graph filters it is instructive
to consider the form of (3) in the graph frequency domain.
This entails using the eigenvector basis V in (1) to define the
Graph Fourier Transform (GFT) of the graph signal x as the
projection x˜ = VHx [17]. Substituting the GFT definition in
4the definition of the graph convolution in (3) and using the
fact that Sk = VΛkVH we can write
VHz = z˜ =
∞∑
k=0
hkΛ
k
(
VHx
)
= H(Λ)xˆ. (9)
The interesting conclusion that follows from (9) is that graph
filters are pointwise operators in the graph frequency domain
because H(Λ) is a diagonal matrix. This motivates the defini-
tion of the graph frequency response as the analytic function
h : R→ R defined by the coefficients h = {hk}∞k=0,
h(λ) =
∞∑
k=0
hkλ
k. (10)
Comparing (9) with (10) we conclude that the ith component
x˜i of the input signal GFT x˜ and the ith component z˜i of the
output signal GFT z˜ are related through the expression
z˜i = h(λi)x˜i. (11)
The remarkable observation to be made at this point is that the
frequency response of a filter is completely characterized by
the filter coefficients h [cf. (10)]. The eigenvalues of a specific
given graph determine which values of this frequency response
are instantiated [cf. (11)]. Figure 2 shows an illustration of this
fact. We have a filter with frequency response h(λ) represented
as a continuous function. For a graph with eigenvalues λi only
the values at frequencies h(λi) affect the response of the filter.
For a different graph with eigenvalues λˆi the values h(λˆi) are
the ones that determine the effect of the filter in the given
graph.
Since graph perturbations alter the spectrum of a graph it
seems apparent that the variability of the frequency response
h(λ) has a direct effect on a filter’s stability to perturbations.
To proceed with a formal characterization we introduce the
notion of Lipschitz filters in the following definition.
Definition 1 (Lipschitz). Given a filter with coefficients h =
{hk}∞k=0 we say the filter is Lipschitz if there exists a constant
L such that for all λ and λˆ the frequency response h(λ) in
(10) is such that∣∣h(λ)− h(λˆ)∣∣ ≤ CL∣∣λ− λˆ∣∣. (12)
The definition of a Lipschitz filter is one whose frequency
response does not change faster than linear. Taking into
account that analytic functions are infinitely differentiable, a
stricter condition can be defined.
Definition 2 (Integral Lipschitz). Given a filter with coeffi-
cients h = {hk}∞k=0 we say the filter is integral Lipschitz if
there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for any λ ∈ R, the
frequency response satisfies∣∣λh′(λ)∣∣ ≤ C (13)
where h′(λ) =
∑∞
k=1 khkλ
k−1 is the derivative of h(λ).
An integral Lipschitz filter is one in which the rate of vari-
ability decreases with increasing lambda so that its integral
would be a Lipschitz function, see Fig. 3 for an example. The
integral Lipschitz condition in (13) is one that wavelets would
satisfy as we explain in Section II-B.
λ1 λˆ1 λi λˆi λN λˆN
Figure 2. Frequency response of a graph filter. The function h(λ) is
shown as a black, solid line, and is independent of the graph. When
evaluated on a given graph shift operator, specific values of h are
instantiated on the eigenvalues of the given GSO. For example, when
given a GSO S with eigenvalues {λi}, the graph filter frequency
response will be instantiated on h(λi) (in blue); but, if we are given a
different GSO Sˆ with other eigenvalues {λˆi}, then the filter frequency
response will be given by h(λˆi) (in red).
To begin the study of perturbations on the underlying
support, let G = (V, E ,W) be a graph described by a graph
shift operator S, and let Gˆ be the perturbed graph, described
by another graph shift operator Sˆ. Since all the permutations
of a graph form a class, we set our interest in the permutation
that makes both S and Sˆ as close as possible
P0 = argmin
P∈P
∥∥∥PTSˆP− S∥∥∥
2
. (14)
We first consider the absolute perturbation scenario, in which
the relationship between S and Sˆ is given in terms of the set
of absolute error matrices
EA(S, Sˆ) =
{
E ∈ RN×N : E = PTSˆP− S , P ∈ P0
}
.
(15)
Note that error matrices E ∈ EA are symmetric. We can then
define the distance between S and Sˆ as
dA(S, Sˆ) = min
E∈EA(S,Sˆ)
‖E‖2. (16)
In this context, we prove that all Lipschitz filters are stable.
Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E ,W) be a graph with GSO S =
VΛVH and Gˆ be another graph with GSO Sˆ such that [cf.
(16)]
dA(S, Sˆ) ≤ ε. (17)
Let E ∈ EA(S, Sˆ) [cf. (15)], such that E = argmin dA(S, Sˆ)
and also E = UMUH. Let h(λ) be an analytic function with
coefficients h = {hk}∞k=0 [cf. (10)] that satisfy [cf. (12)]
|h(λ)− h(λˆ)| ≤ CL|λ− λˆ|.
Then, it holds that
‖H(S)−H(Sˆ)‖ ≤ εCL
(
1 + εUV
√
N
)
+O(ε2) (18)
with εUV = (‖U −V‖2 + 1)2 − 1, and where H(S) stands
for the application of the analytic function h on the GSO S
[cf. (3), (10)].
Proof. See appendix.
5Theorem 1 shows that all Lipschitz filters are stable with
respect to absolute perturbations of the graph. This result is,
however, of little value because absolute perturbations do not
take into account important aspects of the structure of the
graph such as its sparsity, its degree or the edge weights. The
magnitude of the perturbation dA(S, Sˆ) is defined indepen-
dently of these characteristics which implies, for instance, that
in cases where graphs have larger edge weights or more edge
connections, the perturbation becomes naturally smaller. One
way to partially take into account the structure of the graph,
is to make the magnitude of dA(S, Sˆ) proportional to ‖S‖.
But, if this would be the case, then the bound on (18), would
depend on ‖S‖ making the filters unstable. Finally, we also
note that limiting only the magnitude of dA(S, Sˆ) can still
lead to a big difference in the output filter, as determined by
εUV ; that is, graph modifications like dropping an edge have a
huge impact on the structure of the graph, but relatively little
impact in the magnitude of dA(S, Sˆ). In essence, we note that
an absolute perturbation model like (15) that leads to results
of the form (18), actually masquerade the fact that Lipschitz
filters are generally unstable.
To address these issues, we introduce the notion of a relative
perturbation, where the relationship between S and Sˆ is given
in terms of the set of relative error matrices
ER(S, Sˆ) =
{
E ∈ RN×N
: EHS + SE = PTSˆP− S , P ∈ P0
}
.
(19)
We can thus define the distance between S and Sˆ in analogous
fashion to (16) as follows,
d(S, Sˆ) = min
E∈ER(S,Sˆ)
‖E‖2. (20)
In this case, the value of d(S, Sˆ) offers a consistent measure
of the impact of the perturbation since it affects the per-
turbed graph in a manner proportional to the original graph.
Furthermore, now the structure of the relative error matrix
E ∈ ER(S, Sˆ) can be constrained independently of that of S.
For relative perturbations, then graph filters need to be integral
Lipschitz (Def. 2) to obtain a stable representation, as shown
next.
Theorem 2. Let G = (V, E ,W) be a graph with GSO S =
VΛVH and Gˆ be another graph with GSO Sˆ such that [cf.
(20)]
d(S, Sˆ) ≤ ε/2. (21)
Let E ∈ ER(S, Sˆ) [cf. (19)], such that E = argmin d(S, Sˆ).
Also, E is considered to be a normal matrix with eigendecom-
position E = UMUH, with eigenvalues mn ordered such that
|m1| ≤ · · · ≤ |mN |. Relative error matrix E also satisfies the
structural constraint ∥∥∥∥ EmN − I
∥∥∥∥
2
≤ ε. (22)
Let h(λ) be an analytic function with coefficients h =
{hk}∞k=0 [cf. (10)] that satisfy [cf. (13)]
|λh′(λ)| ≤ C.
Then, it holds that
‖H(S)−H(Sˆ)‖P ≤ εC +O(ε2) (23)
where H(S) stands for the application of the analytic function
h on the GSO S [cf. (3), (10)].
Proof. See appendix.
Theorem 2 establishes that, for integral Lipschitz filters
(Def. 2), the difference in filtering on the original graph G
and on the perturbed graph Gˆ is proportional to the relative
perturbation ε between the graphs. The constraint (21) on
the distance limits the relative magnitude change in the edge
weights of the graph. The structural constraint (22) on the
relative error matrix, on the other hand, limits the change
in the inherent structure of the graph, such as dropping or
adding edges, or changing neighborhoods in opposite ways
(i.e. increasing the edge weights around one neighborhood,
but decreasing them in another). We note that condition (22)
allows for a constraint on the structural change between S
and Sˆ without the need to resort to imposing conditions on
the eigenvectors of S and Sˆ as we would need if we wanted to
constraint εUV in Theorem 1. This is an advantage of the rel-
ative perturbation model, since constraints on the eigenvectors
of the GSOs are difficult to establish given that changes in the
nodal domain of a graph may affect the eigendecomposition in
unpredictable ways. All in all, these two conditions establish
the effect of perturbations on the nodal domain. Additionally,
Theorem 2 provides several interesting insights into the impact
of the integral Lipschitz condition (def. 2) on the stability of
graph filters that we discuss in the following section.
B. Discussions
To illustrate the importance of Theorem 2 we discuss an
illustrative example. Suppose that we have shift operators S
and Sˆ where the latter is a simple scaling of the former by a
factor (1− ε)
Sˆ = (1− ε)S. (24)
The graph dilation in (24) produces a graph in which all edges
are scaled by a (1− ε) factor. This is a perturbation model of
the form in (19) with E = (−ε/2)I. We consider that ε ≈ 0 in
which case the graph dilation produces a minimal modification
of the graph.
Suppose now that we are given a set of filter coefficients
h and that we consider the filter H(S) implemented on GSO
S vis-a`-vis the filter H(Sˆ) implemented on another GSO Sˆ.
Given that the graph perturbation is inconsequential we would
expect the filter differences to be inconsequential as well.
Theorem 2 states that if the filters are integral Lipschitz this
is true but if they are simply Lipschitz this need not be true.
To understand why this happens we look at the differences
between the spectra of S and Sˆ.
Given that S and Sˆ are related by a scaling, they share
the same set of eigenvectors and the scaling is translated
to the eigenvalues. Thus, if S = VΛVH is the eigenvector
decomposition of S [cf. (1)], the eigenvector decomposition
of Sˆ is
Sˆ = V
[
(1− ε)Λ]VH. (25)
6λ1λˆ1 λiλˆi λNλˆN
λ1λˆ1 λiλˆi λNλˆN
Figure 3. Stability of graph filters. We observe that, for small values
of λ, the difference between λi (in blue) and λˆi (in red) is small,
whereas for large λ this becomes much larger. (top) When using a
Lipschitz filter [cf. (12)], we observe that for low frequencies, the
response of the filter is very similar when instantiated on either
λi or λˆi; however, for large frequencies, the difference becomes
much larger, and thus a small change in the eigenvalues, leads to
a big change of the filter response in high frequencies. (bottom) In
the case of integral Lipschitz filters [cf. (13)], the effect on high
frequencies is mitigated, by forcing the filter to be nearly constant
at these frequencies, so that, when evaluated at eigenvalues that are
far away, the filter response is still almost the same, guaranteeing
stability.
As per (25), the eigenvalues of Sˆ are the eigenvalues of S
scaled by a factor (1 − ε). Thus, the effect of the dilation in
(24) on a filter with frequency response h(λ) is that instead of
instantiating the response at eigenvalues λi we instantiate it at
eigenvalues (1− ε)λi. Consequently the response values that
we expect to be h(λi) if the filter is run on S actually turn out
to be h((1 − ε)λi) if the filter is run on Sˆ. This observation
is the core argument in the proof of Theorem 2 and motivates
three important observations that we discuss next.
Graph perturbations and filter perturbations. Figure 3
illustrates the effect of the dilation in (24) on a Lipschitz (top)
and integral Lipschitz filter (bottom). The difference in the
positions between eigenvalues is given by λi − λˆi = ελi, and
as such, depends on the value of the specific eigenvalue λi.
For low graph frequencies λi the dilation results in a small
perturbation of the eigenvalues. If the change in eigenvalues
is small the change in the filter’s response from h(λi) to
h(λˆi) is small for both filters. For large eigenvalues the
difference λi − λˆi = ελi grows large. For Lipschitz filters
a large difference in the arguments may translate into a large
difference in the instantiated values of frequency responses
λN−1λˆN−1 λNλˆN
Figure 4. High frequency feature extraction. We illustrate two sharp
filters designed to successfully extract high frequency features located
at λN−1 and λN . However, when the graph is slightly perturbed,
which results in large changes in high frequency eigenvalues, the
designed filters are no longer able to extract these features, now
located at λˆN−1 and λˆN , since they have moved out of the narrow
pass band of the sharp filter.
h(λi) and h(λˆi) since we can have
|h(λi)− h(λˆi)| ≈ |λi − λˆi| = ελi. (26)
This explains the filter’s instability. A small graph perturbation
may result in a large filter perturbation at high graph frequen-
cies. For integral Lipschitz filters, on the other hand, changes
in the frequency response must taper off as λ grows. Thus,
even though there may be a large variation in the eigenvalues
the instantiations of the frequency responses are close since
we must have
|h(λi)− h(λˆi)| ≈ |λi − λˆi|
λi
= ε. (27)
This explains the filter’s stability. No matter how large the
graph frequencies are, a small perturbation of the graph results
in a small perturbation of the graph filter. Theorem 2 shows
that this is true for arbitrary relative perturbations.
Graph perturbations and feature identification. There is
an obvious cost we pay for the stability of integral Lipschitz
filters: they are unable to discriminate high frequencies. The
graph dilation example shows that this is not a limitation of
the analysis. It is impossible to have a filter that is both stable
and able to isolate high frequency features because small graph
perturbations can result in large eigenvalue perturbations. This
is a major drawback of linear graph filters in the extraction
of features from graph signals. To illustrate this drawback
suppose we have graph signals x1 = vN and x2 = vN−1
and we want to design graph filters to discriminate between
the two. The graph frequency domain representation of these
two signals on the graph S are shown in Figure 4. For us
to discriminate between x1 = vN and x2 = vN−1 we need
filters centered at frequencies λN and λN−1. These filters must
have sharp transitions so that the filter isolating x1 = vN
does not let the signal x2 = vN−1 pass and, conversely, the
filter isolating x2 = vN−1 does not let the signal x1 = vN .
Yet, if these filters are sharp in high frequencies, they will
be unstable. More specifically, let λˆN = (1 − ε)λN be the
eigenvalue associated to x1 = vN in the perturbed graph, and
λˆN−1 = (1 − ε)λN−1 be the one associated to x2 = vN−1.
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Figure 5. Effect of pointwise nonlinearity. Let x = vN be the
graph signal with a frequency response x˜ given by x˜N = 1 and
x˜i = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , N − 1. Signal x has a single nonzero
value located at the highest frequency, making it impossible to be
extracted with a stable linear filter. When applying a nonlinearity
to this signal, we observe that nonzero frequency components arise
throughout the spectrum, spilling the information contained in the
highest frequency into lower frequencies. This facilitates the use of
a bank of stable linear filters to successfully collect this information
at lower frequencies.
Now, since the filters were designed to be sharp around λN
and λN−1, but the perturbed eigenvalues λˆN and λˆN−1 are
far from these (at points where the filter response is virtually
zero) the filter fails to adequately recover x1 and x2 in the
perturbed graph. See Fig. 4 for an illustration of the high-
frequency instability effect.
Pointwise nonlinearities. So far, we have observed that stable
filters require a flat response on high-frequencies, but that
this inevitably prevents them from discriminating between
features located at these frequencies. This illustrates an inher-
ent, insurmountable limitation of linear information processing
schemes. Neural networks introduce pointwise nonlinearities
to the processing pipeline, as a computationally straightfor-
ward means of discriminating information at high frequencies.
The basic effect of these nonlinearities is to cause a spillage
of information throughout the frequency band, see Fig. 5.
This spillage of information into lower frequencies allows
for a stable filter to accurately discriminate between them,
since information at lower frequencies does not get severely
affected by perturbations. However, since the energy in lower
frequencies is usually less than the energy still found at higher
frequencies, and since it is also spread through a wide band of
lower frequencies, the use of a bank of linear filters becomes
a sensitive idea to better capture this spillage. Therefore, the
use of banks of linear filters in combination with pointwise
nonlinearities allows for information processing architectures
that are able to capture high-frequency content in a stable
fashion.
Frame of filter banks. To get stability to perturbations, we
require graph filters to be integral Lipschitz (Def. 13). To get
enough discriminative power, we require a bank of filters, each
one designed, or learned, to look after some specific feature.
One further sensitive requirement, is that these filters cover
up the whole frequency spectrum, that is, that they conform a
frame. Let {Hf (S)}f=1,...,F be a filter bank, then it is called
a frame, if it satisfies
A2‖x‖22 ≤
F∑
f=1
‖Hf (S)x‖22 ≤ B2‖x‖22 (28)
for some 0 < A ≤ B < ∞. The lower value A controls
how much a signal x is attenuated after being filtered, while
the higher value B determines the amplification. Typically, we
would like A to be bounded away from zero to avoid too much
energy loss and, as we will see in the next section, we would
like B to be close to 1 to improve stability of GNNs. Filter
banks that are integral Lipschitz and conform a frame, can be
typically obtained by using wavelets [32], [33].
III. GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS
The superior performance of graph neural networks (GNNs)
can be explained by the use of filter banks and nonlinearities to
successfully process high frequencies in a stable manner. An
arbitrary GNN with L layers can be defined as follows [23].
Let xf` be a graph signal describing the f -th output feature
of layer `, for f = 1, . . . , F`. Let H
fg
` be the linear filter
that produces the part of the f th feature corresponding to the
gth input feature xg`−1, with g = 1, . . . , F`−1. Let σ` be the
pointwise nonlinearity applied at layer `. Then, the GNN can
be written as
xf` (S) = σ`
F`−1∑
g=1
Hfg` (S)x
g
`−1(S)
 , f = 1, . . . , F` (29)
for ` = 1, . . . , L. We set xg0(S) = x
g to be the input
data described by F0 features. The desired representation is
collected as the output of the Lth layer yˆf (S) = xfL(S),
and is denoted by yˆ(S) = {yˆf (S)}FLf=1. The energy of this
representation is defined as ‖yˆ(S)‖22 =
∑F
f=1 ‖yˆf (S)‖22.
GNNs retain the two fundamental properties of integral
Lipschitz filters. Namely, that they are equivariant, and that
they are stable. First, we show equivariance.
Proposition 2 (GNN permutation equivariance). Let G =
(V, E ,W) be a graph with GSO S. Let Gˆ be the permuted
graph with GSO Sˆ = PTSP for P ∈ P . Denote by yˆ(S,x)
the FL-feature output of a GNN with L layers applied to graph
signal x [cf. (29)]. Assume that filters Hfg` (S) are obtained by
the application of an analytic function hfg` (λ) =
∑∞
k=0 h
fg
`kλ
k
to the GSO S.
Then, for any graph signal x ∈ RN it holds that
yˆ(Sˆ,PTx) = PTyˆ(S,x). (30)
Proof. See appendix.
The stability result pertaining to this representation is given
next.
Theorem 3 (GNN Stability). Let G = (V, E ,W) be a graph
with GSO S = VΛVH and Gˆ be another graph with GSO Sˆ
such that [cf. (20)]
d(Sˆ,S) ≤ ε/2. (31)
8Let E ∈ ER(S, Sˆ) [cf. (19)] such that E = argmin d(S, Sˆ).
Further consider E to be a normal matrix with eigendecom-
position E = UMUH, with eigenvalues mn ordered such that
|m1| ≤ · · · ≤ |mN |. Relative error matrix E also satisfies the
structural constraint [cf. (22)]∥∥∥∥ EmN − I
∥∥∥∥
2
≤ ε. (32)
Let yˆ(S) be the FL-feature output of a GNN with L layers
[cf. (29)]. Assume that filters Hfg` (S) are obtained by the
application of an analytic function hfg` (λ) =
∑∞
k=0 h
fg
`kλ
k to
the GSO S and that these filters conform a frame
A2‖x‖22 ≤
F`−1∑
g=1
‖Hfg` (S)x‖22 ≤ B2‖x‖22 (33)
for some 0 < A ≤ B < ∞, for all f = 1, . . . , F`, for all
` = 1, . . . , L. They also satisfy |λ(hfg` (λ))′| ≤ C [cf. (13)].
We further assume that all the pointwise nonlinearities σ` :
R→ R are Lipschitz continuous |σ`(x)−σ`(xˆ)| ≤ Cσ|x− xˆ|
[cf. (12)] so that
‖σ`(x)− σ`(xˆ)‖2 ≤ Cσ‖x− xˆ‖2. (34)
Then, it holds that
‖yˆ(S)− yˆ(Sˆ)‖2 ≤ εBL−1C
L∑
`=1
C`σ
√
FL
L−1∏
`=1
F`
F0∑
g=1
‖xg‖2.
(35)
Proof. See appendix.
Theorem 3 establishes how the stability is affected by the
hyperparameters of the architecture. Most importantly, we see
that the result is linear in the size ε of the perturbation. We note
that the deeper the GNN the larger the bound gets. Also, that
the amplification factor B increases the bound exponentially
on the number of layers. We observe that choosing values
of B < 1, while decreasing the gap, it actually decreases
the energy of the signal from each layer to the next and, as
such, it might also lose relevant information. This suggests
that we should train the graph filter coefficients to have a
B ≈ 1. The number of features also increases the gap in
multiplicative fashion (due to the number of filters). With
respect to the nonlinearity, we observe that many of the
typically chosen nonlinearities such as ReLUs or absolute
values have Lipschitz constant Cσ = 1. While bound (35) is
not tight, we observe that, in general, the more descriptive an
architecture, the larger the gap is. This is intuitively satisfying
since the more elements that are there in the architecture, the
more compounded the perturbation error gets. Finally, to aid
in the clarity of Theorem 3 we present the form the result
adopts when applied to a single-layer GNN with a single input
feature.
Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, let L = 1
in (29) and let the number of input features be F0 = 1 and
the number of output features be F1 = F . Then, it holds that
‖yˆ(S)− yˆ(Sˆ)‖2 ≤ εCσC
√
F‖x‖2. (36)
Proof. See appendix.
From Corollary 1 we see that the stability gap depends
linearly on the perturbation ε, on the Lipschitz constant of
the nonlinearity Cσ and on the integral Lipschitz constant of
the filters C. It also depends linearly on the energy of the
input signal x and as a square root of the number of output
features. We observe it does not depend on the amplification
factor B.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have addressed the study of some theo-
retical properties of graph neural networks. First, we proved
that GNNs are permutation equivariant, what allows them to
effectively exploit the topological symmetries of the under-
lying graph support during the learning process. Second, we
moved on to analyze the stability properties in two perturbation
models: absolute and relative. We derived a bound for the
absolute perturbation model, and argued that this model falls
short in addressing basic perturbations such as proportional
changes on the edge weights of a graph. Thus, we defined
a new relative perturbation model for the graph, and proved
that GNNs are stable. More specifically, the output of the
same GNN on two different graphs is bounded by the distance
between those graphs, the characteristics of the learned filters,
and the architecture design (number of layers, number of
features). We used these results to obtain some insights into
why the GNNs exhibit such an improved performance. We
noted that linear graph filters are either selective or stable,
but cannot be both. We argued that the use of pointwise
nonlinearities causes a spillage of information throughout the
graph spectrum. In particular, when high-eigenvalue frequency
content (which cannot be identified by stable filters), spills
over low-eigenvalue frequencies, then a bank of graph filters
can be used to accurately harness this information in a stable
fashion. Therefore, GNNs, which combine banks of graph
filters with pointwise nonlinearities, become both stable and
selective information processing architectures.
APPENDIX A
PERMUTATION EQUIVARIANCE OF GRAPH FILTERS
Proof of Proposition 1. Since P is a permutation matrix, it
is an orthogonal matrix, and thus PTP = PPT = I. This
implies that
Sˆk = PTSkP. (37)
The filter H(Sˆ) becomes
H(Sˆ) =
∞∑
k=0
hkSˆ
k =
∑
k=0
hk
(
PTSkP
)
= PTH(S)P. (38)
Finally, using once again that PPT = I
H(Sˆ)PTx = PTH(S)PPTx = PTH(S)x (39)
we complete the proof.
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STABILITY UNDER ABSOLUTE PERTURBATIONS
Proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality, fix some
P0 ∈ P0 and write PT0 SˆP0 = S + E for E ∈ EA(S, Sˆ). Let
us start by computing the first order expansion of (S + E)k
(S + E)k = Sk +
k−1∑
r=0
SrESk−r−1 + C (40)
with C such that ‖C‖2 ≤
∑k
r=2
(
k
r
)‖E‖r2‖S‖k−r2 . Using this
first-order approximation in (3), we get
H(PT0 SˆP0)−H(S) =
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
SrESk−r−1 + D (41)
with D such that ‖D‖2 = O(‖E‖2) since the coefficients
{hk}∞k=0 of the filter H(S) are defined in terms of the power
series expansion of the analytic function h which has bounded
derivatives.
Next, consider an arbitrary graph signal x with finite energy
‖x‖2 < ∞ that has a GFT given by x˜ = [x˜1, . . . , x˜N ]T so
that
x =
N∑
i=1
x˜ivi (42)
for {vi}Ni=1 the eigenvector basis of the GSO S. Then, we can
compute[
H(PT0 SˆP0)−H(S)
]
x (43)
=
N∑
i=1
x˜i
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
SrESk−r−1vi +
N∑
i=1
x˜iDvi.
Let us focus on the second term of the sum above. It is
immediate that Sk−r−1vi = λk−r−1i vi, so that
N∑
i=1
x˜i
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
SrESk−r−1vi
=
N∑
i=1
x˜i
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
λk−r−1i S
rEvi
(44)
Now, using the eigendecomposition of the error E = UMUH,
we write it as
E = EV + EU (45)
EV = VMV
H (46)
EU = (U−V) M (U−V)H (47)
+ VM (U−V)H + (U−V) MVH
so that
Evi = mivi + EUvi. (48)
Using (48) in (44) yields two terms
N∑
i=1
x˜i
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
λk−r−1i S
rEvi (49)
=
N∑
i=1
x˜i
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
λk−r−1i S
rmivi (50)
+
N∑
i=1
x˜i
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
λk−r−1i VΛ
rVHEUvi. (51)
For (50) we note that Srvi = λrivi, leading to the product
λk−r−1i λ
r
i = λ
k−1
i being independent of r, so that
N∑
i=1
x˜imi
∞∑
k=1
khkλ
k−1
i vi =
N∑
i=1
x˜imih
′(λi)vi (52)
where h′(λi) =
∑∞
k=1 khkλ
k−1
i is the derivative h
′(λ) of h(λ)
evaluated at λ = λi. In the case of (51) we note that
N∑
i=1
x˜iV
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
λk−r−1i Λ
rVHEUvi
=
N∑
i=1
x˜iVdiag(gi)VHEUvi
(53)
where gi ∈ RN is such that
[gi]j =
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
λk−r−1i λ
r
j . (54)
For j = i we have [gi]i = h′(λi) while, for j 6= i, recall that∑k−1
r=0 λ
k−r−1
i λ
r
j = (λ
k
i − λkj )/(λi − λj) so that
[gi]j =
{
h′(λi) ifj = i
h(λi)−h(λj)
λi−λj ifj 6= i
. (55)
Note maxj |[gi]j | ≤ CL due to hypothesis (12), for all i =
1, . . . , N .
Using (52) and (53) back in (43), and computing the norm,
we get ∥∥∥[H(PT0 SˆP0)−H(S)]x∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
x˜imih
′(λi)vi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
(56)
+
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
x˜iVdiag(gi)VHEUvi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
(57)
+ ‖Dx˜‖2 . (58)
For the first part of the first order term (56) we have∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
x˜imih
′(λi)vi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
=
N∑
i=1
|x˜i|2|mi|2|h′(λi)|2‖vi‖22 (59)
since {vi} conform an orthonormal basis. Then, we recall that
‖vi‖2 = 1 and, from hypothesis (17) we have |mi| ≤ ε and
from hypothesis (12), |h′(λi)| ≤ CL, so that∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
x˜imih
′(λi)vi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
≤ ε2C2L
N∑
i=1
|x˜i|2. (60)
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Recalling that
∑N
i=1 |x˜i|2 = ‖x˜‖22 = ‖x‖22 and applying
square root, we finally bound (56) by∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
x˜imih
′(λi)vi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ εCL‖x‖2. (61)
Now, moving on to (57) and using triangle inequality together
with submultiplicativity of the operator norm, we have∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
x˜iVdiag(gi)VHEUvi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
N∑
i=1
|x˜i|‖Vdiag(gi)VH‖2‖EU‖2‖vi‖2.
(62)
We have ‖Vdiag(gi)VH‖2 ≤ CL for all i = 1, . . . , N from
(55) in combination with hypothesis (12), and also ‖vi‖2 = 1.
As for ‖EU‖2, we note that
‖EU‖2 ≤
∥∥(U−V)M(U−V)H∥∥
2
+
∥∥VM(U−V)H∥∥
2
+
∥∥(U−V)MVH∥∥
2
≤ ‖U−V‖22‖M‖2 + 2‖U−V‖2‖V‖2‖M‖2
≤ ε‖U−V‖22 + 2ε‖U−V‖2
(63)
since ‖E‖2 ≤ ε by hypothesis (17) and ‖V‖2 = 1 for V is
an orthonormal matrix. Defining εUV = ‖U−V‖22 + 2‖U−
V‖2 = (‖U−V‖2 + 1)2− 1 and using (63) back in (62), we
finally get∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
Vdiag(gi)VH(x˜iwi)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ CLεεUV
√
N‖x‖2 (64)
where we used the fact that
∑N
i=1 |x˜i| = ‖x˜i‖1 ≤
√
N‖x˜‖2 =√
N‖x‖2.
Finally, for the second order term (58) stemming from the
expansion of PT0 Sˆ
kP0, we obtain
‖Dx˜‖2 ≤ O(‖E‖22)‖x‖2 ≤ O(ε2)‖x‖2. (65)
Using bound (61) in (56) and bound (64) in (57), together
with the bound (65) we just obtained for (58), we complete
the proof.
APPENDIX C
STABILITY UNDER RELATIVE PERTURBATIONS
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, fix some
P0 ∈ P0 and write PT0 SˆP0 = S + EHS + SE. Consider
first the computation of the first order expansion of (A+B)k
for two square matrices A and B
(A + B)k = Ak +
k−1∑
r=0
ArBAk−r−1 + C (66)
with C such that ‖C‖2 ≤
∑k
r=2
(
k
r
)‖B‖r2‖A‖k−r2 . Using this
first-order approximation in (3) with A = S and B = EHS +
SE, we get
H(PT0 SˆP0)−H(S)
=
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
(
SrEHSk−r+Sr+1ESk−r−1
)
+ D
(67)
with D such that ‖D‖2 = O(‖E‖22) since the coefficients
{hk}∞k=0 of the filter H(S) are defined in terms of the power
series expansion of the analytic function h which has bounded
derivatives.
Next, consider an arbitrary graph signal x with finite energy
‖x‖2 < ∞ that has a GFT given by x˜ = [x˜1, . . . , x˜N ]T so
that
x =
N∑
i=1
x˜ivi (68)
for {vi}Ni=1 the eigenvector basis of the GSO S. Then, we can
compute[
H(PT0 SˆP0)−H(S)
]
x =
N∑
i=1
x˜iDvi (69)
+
N∑
i=1
x˜i
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
(
SrEHSk−r + Sr+1ESk−r−1
)
vi.
Let us consider first the product Sr+1ESk−r−1vi. It is imme-
diate that Sk−r−1vi = λk−r−1i vi, so we focus on the product
Evi =
N∑
n=1
mnunu
H
nvi = mN
N∑
n=1
mn
mN
unu
H
nvi. (70)
The hypothesis (22) that ‖E/mN − I‖2 ≤ ε is equivalent to
1− ε ≤ mn/mN ≤ 1 + ε for all n = 1, . . . , N . Then, we can
write mn/mN = 1 + δn with |δn| ≤ ε, which yields
Evi = mNvi +mNwi , wi =
N∑
n=1
δnunu
H
nvi. (71)
Note that
‖wi‖2 ≤
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
n=1
δnunu
H
n
∥∥∥∥∥
2
‖vi‖2 = max
n=1,...,N
|δn| ≤ ε. (72)
Using (71) we get that
Sr+1ESk−r−1vi = mNλki vi +mNVλ
k−r−1
i Λ
r+1VHwi.
(73)
And this can be used to compute
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
Sr+1ESk−r−1vi = mN
∞∑
k=0
hk(kλ
k
i vi)
+mNV
( ∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
λk−r−1i Λ
r+1
)
VHwi
= mNλih
′(λi)vi +mNVdiag(gˆi)VHwi
(74)
where vector gˆi ∈ RN is such that
[gˆi]j =
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
λk−r−1i λ
r+1
j . (75)
We note that if j = i then λk−r−1i λ
r+1
j = λ
k
i and thus
[gˆi]i = λih
′(λi). For j 6= i, on the other hand, noting that∑k−1
r=0 λ
k−r−1
i λ
r+1
j = λj(λ
k
i − λkj )/(λi − λj) we have
[gˆi]j =
∞∑
k=0
hkλj
λki − λkj
λi − λj =
λj
λi − λj
∞∑
k=0
hk
(
λki − λkj
)
.
(76)
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Therefore,
[gˆi]j =
{
λih
′(λi) if j = i
λj
h(λi)−h(λj)
λi−λj if j 6= i
(77)
We also observe that |[gˆi]j | ≤ G . max{C, 2B} for all j =
1, . . . , N due to the fact that |h(λ)| ≤ B and |λh′(λ)| ≤ C
as per hypothesis (13).
We can get an expression analogous to (74) for the term
∞∑
k=0
hk
k−1∑
r=0
SrEHSk−rvi
= mNλih
′(λi)vi +mNVdiag(gˇi)VHwi
(78)
where now
[gˇi]j =
{
λih
′(λi) if j = i
λi
h(λi)−h(λj)
λi−λj if j 6= i
(79)
where it also holds that |[gˇi]j | ≤ G.
Finally, using (74) and (78) back in (69), and applying the
norm, we get∥∥∥[H(PT0 SˆP0)−H(S)]x∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥∥∥2mN
N∑
i=1
λih
′(λi)x˜ivi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
(80)
+
∥∥∥∥∥mN
N∑
i=1
Vdiag(gˆi + gˇi)VH(x˜iwi)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
(81)
+ ‖Dx˜‖2 . (82)
For the first order term (80) we have∥∥∥∥∥2mN
N∑
i=1
λih
′(λi)x˜ivi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
= 4|mN |2
N∑
i=1
|λih′(λi)|2|x˜i|2
(83)
since {vi}Ni=1 form an orthonormal basis. Then, bounding
|mN | ≤ ε/2 in virtue of (21) and |λh′(λ)| ≤ C for all λ
as per (13), we get
4|mN |2
N∑
i=1
|λih′(λi)|2|x˜i|2 ≤ ε2C2
N∑
i=1
|x˜i|2 = ε2C2‖x‖22.
(84)
For the second order term (81) coming from Evi, we have∥∥∥∥∥mN
N∑
i=1
Vdiag(gˆi + gˇi)VH(x˜iwi)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ |mN |
N∑
i=1
‖Vdiag(gˆi + gˇi)VH‖2|x˜i|‖wi‖2
(85)
where, by bounding |mN | ≤ ε/2 using (21), ‖Vdiag(gˆi +
gˇi)V
H‖2 ≤ 2G in virtue of (77) and (79),
∑N
i=1 |x˜i| =
‖x˜‖1 ≤
√
N‖x˜‖2 =
√
N‖x‖2 and ‖wi‖2 ≤ ε because of
(72), we get∥∥∥∥∥mN
N∑
i=1
Vdiag(gˆi + gˇi)VH(x˜iwi)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ O(ε2)‖x‖2. (86)
Finally, for the second order term (82) stemming from the
expansion of PT0 Sˆ
kP0, we obtain
‖Dx˜‖2 ≤ O(‖E‖22)‖x‖2 ≤ O(ε2)‖x‖2. (87)
Using bounds (84), (86) and (87) back in (80), (81) and (82),
respectively, we complete the proof.
APPENDIX D
PERMUTATION EQUIVARIANCE OF GNNS
Proof of Proposition 2. Let us first consider layer 1, evaluat-
ing it on Sˆ
xf1 (Sˆ) = σ1
(
F0∑
g=1
Hfg1 (Sˆ)P
Txg
)
= σ1
(
PT
F0∑
g=1
Hfg1 (S)x
g
)
(88)
where we have used Prop. 1 on filter Hfg1 . Now, since σ1
is pointwise, then it holds that σ1(PTz) = PTσ1(z) for all
z ∈ RN , so that
xf1 (Sˆ) = P
Txf1 (S) (89)
Next, consider an arbitrary layer of the GNN [cf. (29)]
xf` (S) = σ`
F`−1∑
g=1
Hfg` (S)x
g
`−1(S)
 (90)
and assume that xg`−1(Sˆ) = P
Txg`−1(S) for all g =
1, . . . , F`−1. Then, by evaluating layer (90) on Sˆ = PTSP,
together with Prop. 1 on filters Hfg` , we get
xf` (Sˆ) = σ`
F`−1∑
g=1
Hfg` (Sˆ)x
g
`−1(Sˆ)

= σ`
PT F`−1∑
g=1
Hfg` (S)PP
Txg`−1(S)

= σ`
PT F`−1∑
g=1
Hfg` (S)x
g
`−1(S)

(91)
Using the equivariance of the pointwise nonlinearity, we prove
that
xf` (Sˆ) = P
Txf` (S) (92)
holds for `, whenever it holds for `− 1. Finally, since it holds
for ` = 1, then it also holds for ` = L and therefore it holds
for yˆf (Sˆ) = xfL(Sˆ) for all f = 1, . . . , FL, completing the
proof.
APPENDIX E
GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS STABILITY
Proof of Theorem 3. Without loss of generality, assume P0 ∈
P0 and write PT0 SˆP0 = S + EHS + SE. Without any further
loss of generality, assume P0 = I1. By definition of ‖yˆ(S)‖22,
we have
‖yˆ(S)− yˆ(Sˆ)‖22 =
FL∑
f=1
‖yˆf (S)− yˆf (Sˆ)‖22. (93)
1To see this, just rename PT0 SˆP0 as Sˆ and follow the rest of the proof.
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Now, focusing on one of the features
‖yˆf (S)− yˆf (Sˆ)‖2 = ‖xfL(S)− xfL(Sˆ)‖2
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥σ
FL−1∑
g=1
HfgL (S)x
g
L−1(S)

−σ
FL−1∑
g=1
HfgL (Sˆ)x
g
L−1(Sˆ)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
(94)
and applying Lipschitz continuity of the nonlinearity (34),
followed by the triangular inequality, we get
‖xfL(S)− xfL(Sˆ)‖2
≤ Cσ
FL−1∑
g=1
∥∥∥HfgL (S)xgL−1(S)−HfgL (Sˆ)xgL−1(Sˆ)∥∥∥
2
.
(95)
Adding and subtracting HfgL (Sˆ)x
fg
L−1(S) from the terms in the
sum, and using the triangular inequality once more, we get∥∥∥HfgL (S)xgL−1(S)−HfgL (Sˆ)xgL−1(Sˆ)∥∥∥
2
(96)
≤
∥∥∥(HfgL (S)−HfgL (Sˆ))xgL−1(S)∥∥∥
2
(97)
+
∥∥∥HfgL (Sˆ)(xgL−1(S)− xgL−1(Sˆ))∥∥∥
2
. (98)
The definition of operator norm, implies that∥∥∥HfgL (S)xgL−1(S)−HfgL (Sˆ)xgL−1(Sˆ)∥∥∥
2
(99)
≤
∥∥∥HfgL (S)−HfgL (Sˆ)∥∥∥
2
∥∥xgL−1(S)∥∥2 (100)
+
∥∥∥HfgL (Sˆ)∥∥∥
2
∥∥∥xgL−1(S)− xgL−1(Sˆ)∥∥∥
2
. (101)
We note that the hypothesis of Theorem 2 are satisfied for all
f , g and `, and as such, ‖HfgL (S)−HfgL (Sˆ)‖P ≤ εC. Also,
from hypothesis (33), we have ‖HfgL (Sˆ)‖2 ≤ B. Using these
two facts on (100) and (101), respectively, and substituting
(99) back in (95), we get
‖xfL(S)− xfL(Sˆ)‖2 (102)
≤ Cσ
FL−1∑
g=1
(
εC‖xgL−1(S)‖2 +B‖xgL−1(S)− xgL−1(Sˆ)‖2
)
.
We observe that (102) shows a recursion, where the bound
at layer L depends on the bound at layer L− 1 as well as the
norm of the features at layer L−1, summed over all features.
That is, for an arbitrary layer ` = 1, . . . , L, we have
‖xf` (S)− xf` (Sˆ)‖2 (103)
≤ Cσ
F`−1∑
g=1
(
εC‖xg`−1(S)‖2 +B‖xg`−1(S)− xg`−1(Sˆ)‖2
)
.
with initial conditions given by the input features {xg}F0g=1, i.e.
‖xg0(S)‖2 = ‖xg‖2 and ‖xg0(S)−xg0(Sˆ)‖2 = ‖xg−xg‖2 = 0.
For the first step to solve the recursion (102), we compute the
norm ‖xg` (S)‖2. We observe that
‖xf` (S)‖2 =
∥∥∥∥∥∥
F`−1∑
g=1
Hfg` (S)x
g
`−1(S)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ B
F`−1∑
g=1
‖xg`−1(S)‖2
(104)
where we used the triangle inequality, followed by hypothesis
33 on the filters. Solving recursion (104) with initial condition
‖xg0‖2 = ‖xg‖2 yields
‖xf` (S)‖2 ≤ B`
`−1∏
`′=1
F`′
F0∑
g=1
‖xg‖2. (105)
Using (105) back in recursion (103) and solving it with the
corresponding initial conditions, we get∥∥∥xf` (S)− xf` (Sˆ)∥∥∥
2
≤ εB`−1C
∑`
`′=1
C`
′
σ
`−1∏
`′=1
F`′
F0∑
g=1
‖xg‖2.
(106)
Evaluating (106) for ` = L and using it back in (102), we get
that (93) yields∥∥∥yˆ(S)− yˆ(Sˆ)∥∥∥2
2
=
FL∑
f=1
∥∥∥xfL(S)− xfL(Sˆ)∥∥∥2
2
≤
FL∑
f=1
(
εBL−1C
L∑
`=1
C`σ
L−1∏
`=1
F`
F0∑
g=1
‖xg‖2
)2
.
(107)
Noting that no term in the sum of (107) depends on f , and
subsequently applying a square root, we complete the proof.
Proof of corollary 1. This follows straight from (35) in Theo-
rem 3 by setting F0 = 1 and noting that, then,
∑1
g=1 ‖xg‖2 =
‖x‖2.
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